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Who we are

Ride, work,
repeat
combine
Typically recognized for our bikes and athletes – the results of our
research and product development capabilities and a robust

competitive cycling program – BMC’s employees are rarely in the spotlight.
However, this group of dedicated, passionate cycling enthusiasts is
what really makes the heart of BMC tick.

We’d like to take this opportunity to introduce you to Tobias, Bettina and Stephan;
three personalities behind the brand.
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Who we are

Who we are

Bettina Kaempfer, works in the BMC Switzerland sales department and has witnessed its steady growth
over the past 10 years. These days she no longer sees bikes as a means of transport but an endless
source of fun...

“
”

Bettina handles a large part of the administration behind
BMC sales – tracking and processing orders from our
dealer network. In addition, she provides information
on delivery dates, spare parts availability and answers
many questions of a similar nature from the retailers.
“I love the variety and the contact with our customers
– no two days are the same. My challenge is to help
each retailer as best I can,” said Bettina. And do you
have to be a real cyclist to do her job? “I don’t think it’s
an absolute must. However, it makes things easier and
definitely more fun! It just helps to better understand
the types of problems that arise and find solutions fast.

More than two days
off the bike
and I feel antsy

Bettina
Kaempfer
Before joining BMC, Tobias Habegger regarded lycra-clad road cylists a strange species, mountain biking was much cooler. Nowadays he comfortably labels himself a ‘roadie’. He gradually swapped his
baggies for lycra and knobby tyres for skinny ones over time. How did this change come about for this
BMC R&D engineer?
“My father always wanted me ride on the road with him,
he is a passionate cyclist. But those tight clothes and
the strange helmets ... I really thought it didn’t fit my
style or my image,” says Tobias “and before I started
working at BMC I was definitely more of a mountain
biker than anything else.”
When he joined the development team at BMC, he was
responsible for both mountain bike and road projects:
“We were a mixed team that developed new products
in both segments.” Later, the team was divided in two
and Tobias veered towards the group responsible for
the road category. “In hindsight it was probably a logical
step – I was never a particularly talented mountain biker and always more interested in seeing how to make
an already highly engineered product better. Tweaking
here and there.”

Tobias
Habegger
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Of course, in order to gauge these changes, lots of
hours in the saddle are also required. Tobias gradually
became more of a road biker, and his hobby became
his passion. Today he becomes restless if he hasn’t ridden his bike for more than two days (“never not riding,”
as he himself says). “If I just sit on the bike for a couple
of hours, it’s like the world is ok again.” His passion for
cycling is also useful to him in his professional life: “It
sounds like a cliché, but on the bike I get the best ideas!”. It is Tobias’ job to turn input from sales and product management into concrete concepts and, together
with his colleagues, oversee a project from the initial
idea to final production. He gets a great deal of his inspiration on two wheels. “Free time doesn’t always feel
like free time – I often find myself thinking about what

more could be done to optimize the ride experience –
so the lines between hobby and job are often blurred,
but I like it like that!”

Although Bettina wouldn’t have always described herself as a cyclist. “I grew up in a small village in the region
of Bern. We didn’t have a bus to get to school so I rode
about 20 km to school every morning and back again
in the evening. For me, a bike was more of a means of
transport than something sports-related,” says Bettina.
This changed quickly however, when she started working at BMC. “The first bike I bought was a mountain
bike, a ‘Shiver’. This was a great bike.” And her passion
for cycling was born. From then on she went with her
father on the weekends into the Alps. Between her father and her colleagues, she quickly became an expert
mountain biker.
But it didn’t stop with the ‘Shiver’: about a year later
she bought her first road bike, a Promachine SLC01.
After the first ride around the Bielersee, she was bitten
by the bug, and now she rides her Roadmachine bike
back and forth to work practically every day. “Sometimes I take a little detour home in the evening, or go for

a lunch ride.” When asked what cycling means to her,
Bettina finds it difficult to pin it down: “First and foremost, it’s about fun. Going downhill on my mountain
bike I usually have a huge grin on my face. But on top of
that, enjoying the outdoors and doing something sporty
with friends is simply a great experience.”

Bettina’s BMC Bike fleet:
Roadmachine 01 – An extremely versatile bike,
on which I feel very comfortable, especially on longer
rides.
Speedfox 01 – My favorite mountain bike of all time!
Crossmachine CX01 – I like this bike too!
I participated in it at the Red Bull Velodux in 2015 –
a wild cross race in Estavayer-Le-Lac, which even
leads through a castle.
Alpenchallenge AC01 – Extremely practical, fast
back and forth through the city.
Teammachine SLR01 – It’s a prototype, but I’m not
riding it much anymore because of the Roadmachine.
Trackmachine TR01 – For the winter months,
in the Velodrome across the road from our offices.

Tobias’ BMC Bike fleet:
Roadmachine 01 – The launch of the Roadmachine
was probably the proudest I’ve been of my work at
BMC. It was a bit of a leap into the unknown for us.
Fourstroke 01 – My choice when it comes to
mountain biking.
Crossmachine CX01 – I use this for lunch rides
and to commute in winter as soon as the ground
is frozen over.
Alpenchallenge AC01 – My city bike.
Trackmachine TR01 – The Trackmachine I ride was
specifically designed for the Danish and Swiss national
track teams, it’s something special and not a serial
model.

“
”

BMC turned me into
a mountain biker
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Who we are

While most people ease their way into a new job and get to know their colleagues gradually, Stephan
(aka ‘Gnaegi’) Gnaegi’s start at BMC couldn’t have been more different. After only having sat on the saddle of a road bike a handful of times, he found himself at the start line of the Berner Rundfahrt – one of
the biggest sportives in the region of Bern – with his new BMC colleagues. His new bosses idea. Despite
being thrown in the deep end at the beginning of his career, he’s still riding his bike, and still with BMC.

Stephan
Gnaegi

“I was employee number 33,” says Gnaegi about his
beginnings at BMC Switzerland, where now about 120
employees are working. He began with BMC almost 14
years ago in sales. “But after a year in this department,
I switched to marketing.” Gnaegi was responsible for
BMC’s events program right from the beginning: “We
started out with about three or four booths and about
as many events. Today, we cover a major part of the
most important bike expos and demo events around the
world.” When asked what is important in his job, he
replies: “Solid planning, reliability, and nerves of steel!
You have to be prepared for the unexpected and be resourceful when it comes to solving problems.”
Stephan is a passionate mountain biker and road cyclist – despite his initiation to the sport at the hands of
his old boss. For his Berner Rundfahrt experience, he
even had to buy a BMC, and only the top model Teammachine would do. “When I arrived at the finish line,
my boss simply said, “at least you can’t blame the bike
for being so exhausted!’,” laughs Stephan. This bumpy
start didn’t prevent him from diving deeper into his new
hobby and soon after, he even bought his first mountain bike.

The fact that he is a fan of cycling is also visible at
his workplace: his desk is a veritable masterpiece of
all things bike related: postcards, coffee mugs, spare
parts ...”I live for cycling and I’m a massive bike fan.
This definitely helps when you work in the industry!” he
explains. He also loves being able to pursue his hobby
as part of his job, whether on the trails of the Grenchenberg forest, the rolling network of Seeland roads, the
Velodrome vis-à-vis the BMC Headquarters, or the
pumptrack around the corner.

“
”

#INLOVEWITHSWITZERLAND
now that his pulse beats
faster even in the breaks.
Mark Silva

I live for cycling and
I’m a massive bike fan

Stephan’s BMC Bike fleet:

Erschmatt, Valais, © BMC Switzerland, Philipp Forstner

Softtail CX – One of BMC’s first mountain bikes,
equipped with LOMAX – one of the most innovative
suspension systems at the time. This is my ‘train
station’ bike for getting to and from the office and
the station.
Crossmachine CX01 – This is what I grab when
I get home from work to go for a quick spin along the
Aare river.
Teammachine SLR01 – An older Teammachine
model, and still my favorite – however, the latest
version with disc brakes is on my wish list!
Trailfox 01 – For my mountain biking trips into the
Jura mountains.
Fourstroke 01 – For going out cycling together with
my wife.
Alpenchallenge AC01 – With the Gates belt drive –
really cool and very low maintenance.
Trackmachine TR01 – I almost forgot!
Usually hidden away until winter appears again.
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Discover spectacular routes and information at MySwitzerland.com/mtb

Our partner

Speedfox AMP

Speedfox AMP
Amplify your adventure
The Speedfox AMP has been created for trail riders who just can’t wait to
ride in the great outdoors, to get lost, to discover new trails or just go out
and play.
Its powerful engine and versatile character blur the lines of what a modern
trail bike is capable of. A state-of-the-art drive unit and seamless battery
integration improve the Speedfox AMP’s functionality and give it a streamlined look, while its full-carbon frame and tailored APS suspension have been
refined to deliver the ultimate performance for those who choose to boost
their trail experience.
At home on every terrain, the Speedfox AMP is ready to turn that impossible
dream ride into reality and amplify adventures beyond imagination.

see more on page 67 or at bmc-switzerland.com
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Tips from the Pros

Cadel
the Sentinel
10 Tips
to Successful
Bike Testing
The heart and soul of any bicycle is the frame; everything else can be replaced
or exchanged, but the frame is the one constant that has the biggest influence
over the ride quality and characteristics of a bike, bringing you years of joy in
the saddle. But sometimes, deciding which frame is right for you, although
exciting, can be very daunting. In his time as a pro cyclist, Cadel Evans was
renowned for his meticulous attention to detail and preparation – even the
most subtle change never went unnoticed. He has ridden more BMC bikes
than any other pro rider and since retiring from professional cycling, he
has become our go-to tester because of his incredible sensitivity to the
ride qualities of a bike, and his ability to provide precise feedback to our
engineers.
We asked him to share with us, his approach to testing BMC bikes.
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Tips from the Pros

“

I will never
compromise ride quality,
performance, and reliability
for saving weight

”
1

Know Thyself

The first thing you absolutely need to know before
you start looking at bikes is knowing what kind of rider you are, and what your needs are. Do you need a
light, balanced bike because you live in a hilly region
or like push yourself to the limits when going uphill?
Then you should probably look for a road bike suited
for climbing. Maybe you love the sensation of all-out
speed and the thrill of the sprint – then you’ll probably
prefer a stiff, responsive ‘aero’ road bike. Or would
you prefer a bike that can take it all on? A balanced
frame that is comfortable on long days in the saddle
yet still holds its own on a club ride? Then the endurance category of road bikes could be where your
heart lies.

14

2

Tests don’t Lie

I can’t emphasise enough the value of testing a bike
yourself. There is no substitute for a demo ride when
it comes to really learning about a bike, how it reacts
under you, how quickly it responds when you apply
power to the pedals, how it corners on descents.
Even just a short ride is enough to feel the major differences.

3

Bike Fit, Set-up
and Geometry

After determining the correct bike size (buying the
wrong size bike can lead to discomfort and injury,
which is a sure-fire way to keep you off the bike), the
second thing I pay very close attention to is the fit of
the bike. When you are testing bikes, it’s important to
have at least the saddle and handlebar heights and
positions constant so your perception isn’t being influenced by too many variables. Knowing your stack
and reach measurements are also vital in helping you
to determine what frame will suit you, regardless of
the bike manufacturer or category the bike falls under.
Finally, once you have bought your bike, I highly recommend getting a proper bike fit from an expert. You
can never fully enjoy a bike’s true capabilities if you
aren’t comfortable on it.

4

Torsional Stiffness
(Headtube)

The first thing I pay attention to when testing a frame
is torsional rigidity. This, combined with vertical compliance, is where I see the greatest variation between
the good and the best quality carbon fiber frames.
Just by sitting on the saddle, and pulling on the bars
should be enough to see and feel where and how the
bike ( bars and stem, and /or frame) flexes, giving a
good indication on how it will react at speed. Another
tip for reading torsional stiffness is speed into corners – ride quickly into a corner and note how the
bike handles.

5

Checking Bump
Compliance

The next thing I try to get a feel for is vertical compliance by riding on as many variable surfaces at different speeds. I have a personal bias towards a more
compliant and comfortable frame. I think many riders
underestimate the amount of fatigue that bumps and
road vibrations cause, especially after a few hours in
the saddle.
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Tips from the Pros

6

Evaluating Stiffness

To get a feel for how stiff the area around the bottom
bracket is, I like to accelerate uphill and out of the
saddle noting how the bike flexes between my grip on
the bars and the pedals. Pay close attention to where
the flexion is coming from whether it’s the bars or the
stem, the pedals and the cranks or the frame itself.
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Tips from the Pros

7

Weight Weenies

A small note on what is very important to many riders is the frame weight. As an ex-racer, I looked to
have my bike right at the regulation weight, with the
most comfortable and reliable component selection
possible. Now as non-racer but still passionate rider, things have changed slightly, but I will never compromise ride quality, performance, and reliability for
saving weight.

8

Aero

A lot of riders will claim that a bike feels fast. But is
there a way to judge this on a test ride? Would you
recommend a speed test? Or something of a similar
nature?
Judging speed is a challenge without relying on hard
data. I do believe you can ‘feel’ straight-line speed,
especially when it comes to time-trial or triathlon bikes
and how aero your position on any bike will affect that
sensation too. For a simple gauge of speed, try doing a five or a ten minute test on a flat road at your
lactate threshold if you are training with a heart rate
monitor or at a certain wattage if you have a power
meter. Check your average speed over that distance.
Repeat that test with different bikes you are testing. Of
course, factors like wind and your physical condition
will have an influence over these figures, but the test
might help you to get a feel for the speed of the bike.

9

Limiting Factors

Sometimes bikes are developed with customized
components or to accommodate only one specific component – restricting the possibility to change
down the road. When it comes to components you
might want to ask the following questions:
• W
 ould you like to put bigger tyres on the bike?
If so, then what is the maximum tyre clearance?
• C
 an you change the Groupset and convert it
to Di2 if you would like to?
• C
 an you easily change the handlebars of the
bike?

10

Looking
Good

Last but not least, the most obvious aspect we note
with any frame is its aesthetics... if you like how your
bike looks, it will be a sure source of motivation to get
out and ride! It’s a very personal choice, so I won’t
recommend anything in particular here except for
perhaps making sure you’ve got kit that will go with
it! And if you are still not sure... then simply go with
your gut feeling and choose the bike that puts the
biggest smile on your face when you are out on your
favorite ride!

Teammachine

Teammachine
The evolution of acceleration
Backed by the confidence of an Olympic gold medal, the prestige of
a Tour de France win, and the experience of owning countless World
and Grand Tour stages, the Teammachine is well equipped to stare any
brutal day of racing square in the face. And yet, to remain at the top,
the best must evolve. We must challenge ourselves to improve because
to stand still is to be overtaken.
By utilizing our own ACE Technology, feedback our professional riders, and
decades of experience, we accelerated the evolution of the Teammachine
by light years.
The all-new Teammachine is the pinnacle of performance in competitive
cycling; a purely race focused machine with the perfect balance of weight,
stiffness, and compliance delivered in a package of maximum integration
and Swiss design.
see more on page 55 or at bmc-switzerland.com
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Riders

10

Minutes with
Greg Van Avermaet
From Golden Boy
to Monument Man
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Riders

“

I’m pretty impressed with how
the BMC engineers managed to
improve on the previous
Teammachine generation

”
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Greg Van Avermaet’s story is blockbuster movie material – the Belgian rider endured enough near-misses in his career to make even the most resilient rider
hang up his bike. Then the tables turned for him in
2016 and a winning streak proved to all the doubters that he had what it takes all along to become a
cycling legend. It began with a stage win followed by
three days in the yellow jersey at the Tour de France,
a win at the Olympics and a formidable Spring Classics season in 2017 with Omloop Het Nieuwsblad, E3
Harelbeke, Gent-Wevelgem and Paris Roubaix victories to his name. A quintessential all-rounder, he has
ridden his Teammachine to claim nearly all of his major wins; on the punishing cobbles of the north, the
steepest of climbs in the Alps and pushed incredible
watts through its pedals for sprint finishes. But is a
bike ‘just’ a bike for this rider?

What does it mean for you to ride for BMC Racing
Team?
I’ve already been with BMC for so long, 7 years I think,
so it would feel really strange to ride for another team.
In the beginning it was a bit special, it is such an international team, with great material, trucks and top
professional staff. I felt back then just like a random
kid from Belgium. Now I’m feeling really connected
to the brand and I’m obviously really happy to have
made the evolution from good talent to one of the top
riders in the world.
You’ve experienced three generations of the
Teammachine, roughly calculated, that’s probably
more than 6,000 hours in the saddle. Do you
feel much difference between the three bikes?
Oh, yeah! The geometry hasn’t changed all that much
between the bikes, which is really a good thing because it suits me as a rider. The second Teammachine I rode, which came out in 2014 and was developed with ACE Technology, was a big improvement
over the first one in terms of stiffness and handling
in general and my new Teammachine has been a really nice surprise! I’m pretty impressed with how the
BMC engineers managed to improve on the previous

generation. It feels stiffer around the bottom bracket,
which certainly helps a rider like me in the sprints and
with rapid speed changes, but its still comfortable to
ride – essential when it comes to the classics and
longer races like the Tour de France. It is also more
integrated, and the attention to detail is fantastic. It’s
not crazy-looking like some other bikes out there, it’s
a performance bike and that’s ultimately what we
need. It’s our job to get to the finish as fast as possible and the Teammachine helps us!
How sensitive to change are you as a rider?
Do you look forward to new material or do you
find it hard to adjust to a new bike or position?
It’s always hard to adjust to change, but it really depends on how big the change is. Geometry is always
the most important thing. If the geometry of the bike
remains the same, then adjusting is pretty easy, but
if the bike is totally different then I find it much harder. With BMC Switzerland, it has always worked out
great. They put so much thought into the engineering
and technology and try to involve us as early as possible to gather our feedback. We never have to face unpleasant surprises in terms of material and I actually
look forward to trying out new equipment from BMC.
What about disc brakes?
Are you open to racing with a disc brake bike?
I’m open to racing with disc brakes, I am a fan of developing cycling technology and like to try new things
to see if it works or not. You have to move with the
times after all. Disc brakes are safer and more precise. The Teammachine SLR Disc is so similar to the
rim-brake version so switching over should be pretty
easy, I’ve actually been riding the disc brake version
in training already and I really like it.
What were the lowest points in your career so
far, and how do you pick yourself up again after
disappointment?
I have had some difficult moments in my career, for
sure. For example last year I crashed out of Flanders
and was really disappointed initially. But while I was
injured, I began to think about the Tour de France,
and a stage win there. So in the end the crash actually helped me to be ready for the Tour de France
where I won a stage and spent some time in the yellow jersey!
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What success are you most proud of in your
career to date?
The Olympics is the most important win of my career.
It will always be like this, I can win a lot of races after this, but the Olympics was my first big one. I was
trying 4 - 5 years to get there and finally I showed the
world I can win big races. It’s also been easier to be
at the races since then.
If I had to choose between a World Championship
win or the Tour of Flanders, I’d actually prefer to win
a World Championship because there is a jersey involved. Every rider dreams of riding in the World
Champion jersey – that would be so great. This year
the course really suits me, it’s a long race (270 km)
with some climbs – so I’ll go for it!
Do you prefer to race Classics or Grand Tours?
I much prefer the Classics! They are only one day
long. The Grand Tours I don’t like at all. I’m just surviving here some days ( laughs).

How much do you credit your success to luck?
In cycling, you always need some luck, a good team
behind you and the right frame of mind. Sometimes
you can win races with worse legs than the week before if you are lucky – that’s the game of cycling and
what makes it more interesting. But to be ready for
luck you need to have your s*** together on the race
day, be in excellent shape, have excellent material
and an excellent team.
What piece of advice would you give to young
aspiring cyclists?
I wasn’t pushed in any particular direction, whether
football or cycling, I was just encouraged to enjoy
what I do and I think that is the most important thing:
to always enjoy what you are doing, no matter what
it is.

Greg
Van
Avermaet
Born: 17.05.1985
Nationality: Belgian
Discipline: Road
Classics specialist
BMC Racing Team since 2011

Career Highlights:
• O
 lympic Road Race 2016 in Rio de Janeiro
during the Olympic Games
• Paris-Roubaix 2017
• Gent-Wevelgem 2017
• Omloop Het Nieuwsblad 2016 and 2017
26

BACK IN THE PELOTON
2017 PARIS ROUBAIX

40 YEARS OF CYCLING APPAREL
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
ASSOS.COM

Agonist

Agonist
Race beyond the tapes
In ancient Greece, ‘Agon’ was the belief that anything could be achieved
through effort, healthy rivalry and noble competition. An Agonist pits force
against force, competitor against rival and athlete against nature in fierce
competition, to achieve an ultimate goal.
For riders who charge up fast, epic climbs and over traverses – but also
want to have serious fun on the long descent back to civilization – we created the Agonist. Harmonizing two opposing capabilities, like the agonist
and antagonist muscle groups, to work toward one purpose. The Agonist
demands as much of itself as you do, and together ... you are unstoppable.

see more on page 66 or bmc-switzerland.com
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In Love
with Switzerland
Terrain for all
Mountain Bikers
Mountain bikers are without a doubt the most demanding group of cyclists.
They are very specific about what kind of riding they like and what bikes they
ride. This is why we start the development of every new bike with one simple
question: which riders do we want to cater to and what terrain do they like
to ride? When it comes to destinations, mountain bikers flock to places that
inspire them, challenge them, and complete their idea of what it means to ride
a mountain bike. Finale Ligure, Whistler and Queenstown top the enduro rider’s bucketlist, but Switzerland, famous for the Grand Raid, or South Africa,
for the Cape Epic, feature regularly in XC rider’s dreams of holiday perfection.
But what if you could go to one place that has it all? We took to the road this
summer with mountain bike journalists from around the world and found that
special spot – the majestic Swiss Alps: our very own back yard laboratory.

We needed three specific types of terrain; steep
climbs with technical descents for the Trailfox AMP,
pedally, fast and flowy trails for the Speedfox, and
endless up and down for the Agonist. In the end,
we found it all not too far from home. Switzerland
has something to offer every rider. From the rolling
30

topography of the Jura mountain range between
Basel and Geneva to the Alpine foothills of Graubunden, Engadine and Bernese Oberland one thing
is guaranteed; the views are so breath-taking that
even the biggest adrenaline junkie’s gaze will be
teased from the trail more than a couple of times!
31
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Agony has
never been
Sweeter

Experience

When it came to the cross country portion of our trip,
we started off around the glaciated shores of Lake
Thun in Bernese Oberland. This area offered us the
perfect setting for covering ground as fast as possible all the way to Kandersteg. A network of paths
cut through grass fields, fire roads and wooded singletrack put riders and their new Agonists to the test.
The Agonist is built for riders who love to chase adventure while pushing themselves to the max on long
challenging cross-country rides.
The Agonist’s 29inch wheels inspire a ‘I can tackle anything’ feeling. Its simple lockout system buys
time, and its sleek looks match the XC rider’s ‘lean
mean mountain biking machine’ personality. Balanced to provide support on the climbs and descend
confidently, the Agonist is an extension of your mind
and body – the perfect tool for heroic days that are
stamped on your memory.
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Speedfox
Synchronized
in Valais

For riders who enjoy the freedom of going ‘off the
grid’ rather than competing for KOM’s on Strava, the
Valais region of Switzerland is paradise. There are so
many trails that not even the locals have ridden all of
them. Off the bikes, the region is peppered with cozy
wooden chalets where you can enjoy a few beers, a
raclette or a “plättli” (a large wooden plate laden with
a selection of fresh local cheese and meat) with your
friends before turning in for the night. Here is where
the new Speedfox lives. It’s our tool of choice for riding the steeper trails of the valleys in Valais.
On day three of our press trip we took the Gornergrat train
to a trail head high up above the Mattertal valley. Glancing out of the windows we caught hints of trails carving
zig-zags into the mountainside. With each glimpse our
hearts skipped a beat in anticipation of the ride to come.
At the top, selfies with the Matterhorn were obligatory,
but we were ready to ride. The Speedfox is made for
this; perfectly at home in the alpine backcountry. One
flick of the Trailsync lever and our droppers were down,
and rear shocks fully open – ready to drop in.

The Speedfox’s 120mm of balanced APS suspension
travel adeptly handles the downhills while still offering
optimal support when the pedaling gets tough. The
bike’s cables are neatly integrated in a way that also
protects the frame and components from trail debris.
The all-new Trailsync technology ensures that you’re
always in the right suspension tune relative to your
saddle position so you can keep your hands on the
bars while staying connected to the trail. Maybe, in
that split second of time saved, it gives you a chance
to look up and catch the breathtaking views of the
Matterhorn and the surrounding peaks of the Monte
Rosa massif.
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AMP’ed up for
Endless Days
of Steep Swiss
Alpine Trails

If it’s steep, flowy or endless gnarly trails that you
seek, then the Swiss Alps are certainly the right place
for you. However, getting to those alpine trails is often
the limiting factor – unless you ride a Trailfox AMP.
Never again look up and think “impossible” – just go!
This e-mtb gives you new perspectives, enables you
to get to those far-flung trails and encourages you to
go further than ever before; all without sacrificing ride
quality and handling.

tailored to maximize the ride experience and come as
close as possible to matching the feel of its full-carbon, non-electric EWS counterpart.
On the last day of our trip, we enjoyed its playful nature on the trails of the Verbier Bikepark. The powerful drive unit of the Trailfox AMP made us forget we
had been riding all week long and helped us find our
way back to the start of a new trail, again and again.

Built for big adventures, all day riders, or time
crunched riders, the Trailfox AMP was the third bike
ridden on our week-long Swiss Alps adventure. To put
this bike to the test, we travelled from Grimentz, a
little village at 1,555 metres of elevation in the Val
d’Anniviers, to Verbier, one of the most famous bike
destinations in Switzerland. The bike’s smooth power made going up as much fun as coming down and
rocks that are usually unsurmountable became play
things as we powered our way up and over obstacles
like never before. The Trailfox AMP is a full-on generation 2.0 mountain bike, everything about it has been
34
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Switzerland’s
Terrain –
Nature’s
‘Impec Lab’

36

From the trails of our back garden Grenchenberg and
in the vineyards surrounding Lake Biel, to the forests
and hills of central Switzerland and the high alpine
trails of Wallis and Graubunden, Switzerland provides
a perfect playground for riders and a natural test
centre for our engineers and R&D team. “There’s no
better way to test and assess our latest ideas. From
computer to the forest; it only takes a few days sometimes. We send the files to the carbon engineers at
the Impec Lab, they build a prototype and we have
the chance to ride the new piece a few days later. Our
lunch loop isn’t very long but it has a bit of everything
and allows us to asses our latest creations”, explains
Peter Stämpfli, MTB engineer at BMC Switzerland.
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Trailfox AMP

Trailfox AMP
Your ride ... amplified
One of our golden rules is the absolute refusal to sacrifice trail performance whether that’s pedal-assisted or not. To develop the Trailfox
AMP, we first got to work by studying different e-bike ride situations.
We immediately noticed a distinct riding style emerge that simply could
not be ignored. We realized that in order to bring the famous Trailfox
ride quality to the Trailfox AMP and guarantee a top-notch ride experience,
we needed to make some vital changes. So we adjusted typical Trailfox
geometry for specific e-MTB needs and enhanced our sturdy APS suspension with bigger pivots to compensate for the extra load and torque.
And looks?
The Trailfox AMP is mountain bike eye candy. Our Impec Lab’s obsessive
prototyping and carbon sculpting has resulted in the most functional yet
elegantly integrated e-MTB out there.
Get Amp’d. Because now, everything is possible.
see more on page 68 or at bmc-switzerland.com
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Innovation

Trailsync
A game-changing
technology
coming to life
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Innovation

Mountain bike technology: it might be hard to keep up with, but it is undeniably the most innovative
area of cycling research and development. With such a steady stream of rapid innovation, it’s easy to
ask where come about? Where does it all start? With you, the rider.
You’re in your element – on the trail and in the groove, but there is one little thing that’s annoying you
ever so slightly. Something that takes your focus away from riding, something that interrupts your flow.
You can’t quite put your finger on it, but you wish someone would come up with a solution for it. This is
what BMC engineers busy themselves with every day; they identify problems that take away from the
ride experience and explore solutions that work to eliminate them.
When it comes to revolutionary ride technologies that
have emerged in recent years, the dropper seat-post
probably tops the bill. Despite being a relatively simple
piece of technology, the “dropper” has revolutionized
how mountain bikers ride, eliminating the need for
sacrificing uphill position for downhill performance.
Now riders can climb in their preferred position, and
with the flick of a lever, convert to downhill mode –
ready to attack steeper descents. The dropper has
been highly adopted by trail and cross-country riders
alike, and within a couple of years of its introduction,
its use is widespread.
Unfortunately, the same revolutionary story cannot
be told of suspension-mode adjustment. Although
suspension solutions have advanced greatly over the
past few years, the tools to adjust them, haven’t.

terfere with your cockpit set-up if you are using remote levers. Our mountain bike engineers were out
riding some particularly rolling terrain when it dawned
on them: suspension and seatpost adjustment should
happen simultaneously and be activated with as little
thought and effort as when using a dropper post.
The idea was born: provide an intuitive piece of technology that allows the rider to focus on chasing the
trail ahead while realizing their bike’s full potential.
Once this concept was established, we needed to
invent the technology. Our engineers had to design
a system that could be activated and synchronized
with the dropper post. In an effort to maximize the
amount of time the rider spends in the correct saddle
position and suspension setup, adjustment needed to
be achieved in a single movement.

In real riding situations, few riders are actually in full
control of their suspension mode – adjustments on
the fly can be complicated, hard to perform, and in-

One lever should be all it takes to sync the rider with
the trail – Trailsync.

Saddle up, firm suspension mode

Trailsync!

Saddle down, open suspension mode
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Innovation

the
impec
lab

At an early stage in the design process we realized the
Trailsync technology could only be developed without
compromise at our Impec lab. We were confident that
experience our engineers and technicians had acquired while designing integrated dropper posts for a
pilot project could leveraged to bring Trailsync to life.
We utilized our in-house carbon lamination capabilities and precise machining to build functional Trailsync prototypes. This approach reduced development
time and allowed us to put our ideas to the test immediately.
The Impec lab provided us with the opportunity to go
wild in exploring a variety of different designs. Even
electronic units were evaluated during the development process, but ultimately a mechanical solution
proved to be the most reliable.
No stones were left unturned on our mission to perfect the design until it fully met our standards. Once

46

Trailsync was finalized, we started developing the
new Speedfox: the perfect launch platform for the
Trailsync technology.
After months of refinement and 2 years of real-world
testing in harsh Swiss conditions, we’re pleased to
present Trailsync to riders as the defining feature
of the all-new Speedfox: the first platform to be designed from the ground up around the Trailsync technology.
An encouraging reaction from the world’s most respected media and our community of riders stands
as a strong testament to the sound vision that drove
the Trailsync project to reality and opened the door for
future developments.
Stay synced for more!
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Innovation

“

So far, the addition of Trailsync
to BMC’s redesigned Speedfox
is a winner-perhaps a window into
the future of the genre.
Richard Cunningham – Pinkbike

”
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Speedfox

Speedfox
You, the trail, synchronized
Trail riders are mountain biking’s most demanding crowd. They require
a bike that effectively balances fast climbs with ripping descents that
can also tackle tight switchbacks and withstand repeated daily punishment. It’s an ambitious order. We love that.
The Speedfox’s premium frame, with its state-of-the-art geometry and
low standover height, delivers maneuverability around challenging
features, yet offers confident, straight-line stability – whether that’s going
up or coming down. Integrated protection and internal routing make the
bike look sharp, but also keep cables and parts safe during long, hard rides.

see more on page 66 or at bmc-switzerland.com
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Road – MY18

Bike Overview

PRODUCT
RANGE
OVERVIEW

Altitude Series
TEAMMACHINE SLR01 DISC

TEAMMACHINE SLR02 DISC

TEAM

ONE

ACE Technology,
01 Premium Carbon

ACE Technology,
02 Carbon

Teammachine SLR,
01 Premium Carbon,
Integrated Cockpit,
Disc-specific

Teammachine SLR,
02 Carbon, Disc-specific

Shimano Dura Ace Di2

Shimano Ultegra Di2,
SM-RT800 Rotors
(160 /140)

Shimano Dura Ace,
SM-RT900 Rotors
(160 /140)
DT Swiss PRC 1100
DICUT db 35 Carbon,
Thru Axle (12mm)

ONE

Road
Teammachine
Roadmachine
Timemachine
Trackmachine
Crossmachine

Shimano Ultegra Di2

DT Swiss P1850 SPLINE
db 23, Thru Axle (12mm)

TWO

ACE Technology,
01 Premium Carbon

ACE Technology,
02 Carbon

Teammachine SLR,
01 Premium Carbon,
Integrated Cockpit,
Disc-specific

Teammachine SLR,
02 Carbon, Disc-specific

Shimano Ultegra Di2

Shimano Ultegra,
SM-RT800 Rotors
(160 /140)

Shimano Ultegra Di2,
SM-RT800 Rotors
(160 /140)
DT Swiss PRC 1400
SPLINE db 35 Carbon,
Thru Axle (12mm)

Shimano Ultegra

Mavic Aksium Disc,
Thru Axle (12mm)

TWO
ACE Technology,
01 Premium Carbon

Mountain
Teamelite
Fourstroke
Agonist
Speedfox
Trailfox
Sportelite

Teammachine SLR,
01 Premium Carbon,
Integrated Cockpit,
Disc-specific
Shimano Ultegra
Shimano Ultegra,
SM-RT800 Rotors
(160 /140)
DT Swiss PR 1600
SPLINE db 23,
Thru Axle (12mm)

MODULE
ACE Technology,
01 Premium Carbon
Teammachine SLR,
01 Premium Carbon,
Integrated Cockpit,
Disc-specific
3T Ergonova Team

Lifestyle

BMC ICS 01 - Integrated
Cockpit Design, w/ computer and camera mount

Alpenchallenge

Teamachine SLR01
„D“ Premium Carbon,
15mm offset
Fizik Antares R3 Carbon
+

including bartape

E-Bikes
Speedfox AMP
Trailfox AMP
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Road – MY18

Altitude Series
TEAMMACHINE SLR01
TEAM

MODULE

TEAMMACHINE SLR02

TEAMMACHINE ALR01

ONE

TWO

ACE Technology,
01 Premium Carbon

ACE Technology,
01 Premium Carbon

ACE Technology,
02 Premium Carbon

Teammachine SLR,
01 Premium Carbon

Teammachine SLR,
01 Premium Carbon

Teammachine SLR,
02 Premium Carbon

Shimano Dura Ace

3T Ergonova Team

Shimano Ultegra

Teammachine SLR,
03 Carbon, Full carbon

Shimano Dura Ace,
direct mount

BMC RSM01, w/ computer and camera mount

Shimano Ultegra

Shimano 105

Mavic Cosmic Pro
Carbon SL C WTS

Teamachine SLR01
„D“ Premium Carbon,
15mm offset

Mavic Aksium Elite

Shimano BR-R561

Al-13 Premium Triple-butted, Hydroformed,Smooth-weld
Aluminium

Shimano RS010

Fizik Antares R3 Carbon
+

ONE

including bartape

TWO

THREE

ACE Technology,
01 Premium Carbon

ACE Technology,
02 Premium Carbon

Teammachine SLR,
01 Premium Carbon

Teammachine SLR,
02 Premium Carbon

SRAM RED eTap

Shimano 105

Teammachine SLR,
03 Carbon, Full carbon

TRP T980, direct mount

Shimano 105

Shimano Tiagra

DT Swiss PRC 1400
SPLINE 35 Carbon

Mavic Aksium

Shimano Tiagra

Al-13 Premium Triple-butted, Hydroformed,Smooth-weld
Aluminium

Alex-210

TWO

FOUR

ACE Technology,
01 Premium Carbon

Al-13 Premium Triple-butted, Hydroformed,Smooth-weld
Aluminium

Teammachine SLR,
01 Premium Carbon
SRAM RED

Teammachine SLR,
03 Carbon, Full carbon

TRP T980, direct mount

Shimano Sora

Mavic Ksyrium Black

Shimano Sora
Alex-210

TEAMMACHINE SLR03
THREE

ONE

ACE Technology,
01 Premium Carbon

ACE Technology,
03 Premium Carbon

Teammachine SLR,
01 Premium Carbon

Teammachine SLR,
03 Premium Carbon

Shimano Ultegra

Shimano 105

Shimano Ultegra,
direct mount

Shimano BR-R561

DT Swiss P1750
SPLINE 23

FRAMESET
Al-13 Premium Triple-butted, Hydroformed,Smooth-weld
Aluminium
Teammachine SLR,
03 Carbon, Full carbon

Shimano RS010

TWO
ACE Technology,
03 Premium Carbon
Teammachine SLR,
03 Premium Carbon
Shimano Tiagra
Shimano Tiagra
Shimano R501
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For detailed specifications please refer to bmc-switzerland.com
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Road – MY18

Endurance Series
ROADMACHINE 01
ONE

MODULE

TCC 01 Premium Carbon, Angle Compliance
Technology

TCC 01 Premium Carbon, Angle Compliance
Technology

Roadmachine 01
Premium Carbon,
Integrated Cockpit,
Disc-specific

Roadmachine 01
Premium Carbon,
Integrated Cockpit,
Disc-specific

Shimano Dura Ace Di2

3T Ergonova Team

Shimano Dura Ace,
SM-RT900 Rotors
(160 /140)

BMC ICS 01 - Integrated
Cockpit Design, w/ computer and camera mount

DT Swiss ERC 1100
DICUT db 47 Carbon,
Thru Axle (12mm)

Roadmachine 01
“D” Premium Carbon,
15mm offset

ROADMACHINE 02

ROADMACHINE 03

ONE

ONE

TCC 02 Carbon, Angle
Compliance Technology
Roadmachine 02
Carbon, Disc-specific
Shimano Ultegra Di2
Shimano Ultegra Di2,
SM-RT800 Rotors
(160 /140)
3T Discus C35 Pro,
Thru Axle (12mm)

Al-13 Triple-butted,
Hydroformed, Smooth
Weld,TCC, Angle Compliance
Roadmachine 03
Carbon, Disc-specific
Shimano 105
Shimano BR-RS505 /
SM-RT54-S Rotors
(160/160)
Mavic Aksium Allroad
Disc, Thru Axle (12mm)

Fizik Aliante R5, kium
+

including bartape

LTD

TWO
TCC 02 Carbon, Angle
Compliance Technology

TCC 01 Premium Carbon, Angle Compliance
Technology

Roadmachine 02
Carbon, Disc-specific

Roadmachine 01
Premium Carbon,
Integrated Cockpit,
Disc-specific

Shimano Ultegra
Shimano Ultegra,
SM-RT800 Rotors
(160 /140)

Shimano Dura Ace Di2
Shimano BR-RS805 /
SM-RT99 Rotors
(160 /140)

DT Swiss E 1600
SPLINE db 23,
Thru Axle (12mm)

DT Swiss ER 1600
SPLINE db 23, Alloy,
Thru Axle (12mm)

TWO

THREE
TCC 02 Carbon, Angle
Compliance Technology

TCC 01 Premium Carbon, Angle Compliance
Technology
Roadmachine 01
Premium Carbon,
Integrated Cockpit,
Disc-specific
SRAM RED eTap
SRAM RED eTap HRD,
SRAM CLX Rotors
(160 /160)
DT Swiss ERC 1400
DICUT db 47 Carbon,
Thru Axle (12mm)

THREE
TCC 01 Premium Carbon, Angle Compliance
Technology
Roadmachine 01
Premium Carbon,
Integrated Cockpit,
Disc-specific
Shimano Ultegra Di2
Shimano Ultegra Di2,
SM-RT800 Rotors
(160 /140)

Roadmachine 02
Carbon, Disc-specific
Shimano 105
Shimano BR-RS505 /
SM-RT54-S Rotors
(160/160)

FRAMESET

Mavic Aksium Allroad
Disc, Thru Axle (12mm)

TCC 01 Premium Carbon, Angle Compliance
Technology
Roadmachine 01
Premium Carbon,
Integrated Cockpit,
Disc-specific
BMC ICS 01 - Integrated
Cockpit Design, w/ computer and camera mount
Roadmachine 01
“D” Premium Carbon,
15mm offset

TWO
Al-13 Triple-butted,
Hydroformed, Smooth
Weld,TCC, Angle Compliance
Roadmachine 03
Carbon, Disc-specific
Shimano Tiagra
Shimano BR-RS405 /
SM-RT54-S Rotors
(160/160)
Novatec 24,
Thru Axle (12mm)

THREE
Al-13 Triple-butted,
Hydroformed, Smooth
Weld,TCC, Angle Compliance
Roadmachine 03
Carbon, Disc-specific
SRAM Apex1
Sram Apex1 HRD / G2
Cleansweep Rotors
(160/160)
Novatec 24,
Thru Axle (12mm)

FB
TCC 02 Carbon, Angle
Compliance Technology
Roadmachine 02
Carbon, Disc-specific
Shimano 105
Shimano BR-RS405 /
SM-RT54-S Rotors
(160/160)
Mavic Aksium Disc,
Thru Axle (12mm)

3T Discus C35 Team
Stealth Carbon,
Thru Axle (12mm)

FOUR
TCC 01 Premium Carbon, Angle Compliance
Technology
Roadmachine 01
Premium Carbon,
Integrated Cockpit,
Disc-specific
Shimano Ultegra
Shimano Ultegra,
SM-RT800 Rotors
(160 /140)
DT Swiss P1750
SPLINE db 23,
Thru Axle (12mm)
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Cross Series

Aero Series
TIMEMACHINE 01

TIMEMACHINE 02

ONE

ONE

Aerodynamic 01
Premium Carbon

Aerodynamic 02
Premium Carbon

Aero Premium Carbon,
Hinge-design

Aero Premium Carbon

Shimano Dura Ace Di2
Aero integrated
design (F&R)
Zipp 404 / 808 NSW
Carbon Clincher

Shimano Ultegra Di2
Shimano Ultegra
Direct Mount
Mavic Comete
Pro Carbon Exalith

TIMEMACHINE ROAD 02

CROSSMACHINE CX01

ONE

ONE

Aerodynamic 01
Premium Carbon,
Vmax Aero Technology

ACE Technology, 01
Premium Carbon,Tuned
Compliance Concept

Aero 02 Carbon, subA
Aero Technology

TCC 01 Premium Carbon
Compliance-Fork,
Disc-specific

Shimano Ultegra
Vmax Aero integrated
design (R) / Shimano
Ultegra (F)
Shimano RS330

TWO

TWO

Aerodynamic 01
Premium Carbon

Aerodynamic 02
Premium Carbon

Aero Premium Carbon,
Hinge-design

Aero Premium Carbon

Sram Red eTAP

Shimano Ultegra

Aero integrated
design (F&R)

Shimano Ultegra
Direct Mount

Zipp 404 / 808 Firecrest

Shimano RS330

TWO

Aerodynamic 02
Premium Carbon

Aero Premium Carbon,
Hinge-design

Aero Premium Carbon

Aero integrated
design (F&R)
Mavic Comete Pro
Carbon Exalith

FRAMESET

ACE Technology, 01
Premium Carbon,Tuned
Compliance Concept

Aero 02 Carbon, subA
Aero Technology

TCC 01 Premium Carbon
Compliance-Fork,
Disc-specific

Shimano 105
Vmax Aero integrated
design (R) / Shimano
105 (F)

Sram Rival HRD-A1
w/Centerline (160/160)
DT Swiss X-1900 Spline,
Centerlock

Shimano RS010

Track Series
FRAMESET

Aero Premium Carbon,
Hinge-design

Aero Premium Carbon

BMC aero post

Sram Rival

Shimano 105
Direct Mount

Aerodynamic 02
Premium Carbon

BMC V-Cockpit standard
- Flat-Cockpit optional

TWO

Shimano 105

Aerodynamic 01
Premium Carbon

Aero integrated design
(F&R)

DT Swiss R23 Spline,
6-Bolt

THREE

Aerodynamic 01
Premium Carbon

Shimano Ultegra Di2

Sram Force HRD-A1,
Centerline (140/140)

Aerodynamic 01
Premium Carbon,
Vmax Aero Technology

Shimano RS010

THREE

Sram Force

BMC aero post

TRACKMACHINE 01

CROSSMACHINE CXA01

FRAMESET

RIVAL

Aerodynamic 01 Premium Carbon, Vmax
Aero Technology

Al-13 Premium Triple-butted, Hydroformed
aluminium

Aero 01 Premium Carbon, Hinge-design,
Vmax Aero Technology

TCC 01 Premium Carbon
Compliance-Fork,
Disc-specific

Vmax Aero Integrated
Design / P2P Technology

Sram Rival

Vmax Aero Post, 01 Premium Carbon, P2P and
SubA Technology

Sram Rival HRD-A1 w/
Centerline Rotors
(160/160)
DT Swiss X-1900 Spline,
Centerlock

TRACKMACHINE 02
MICHE
Al-13 Premium
Triple-butted, Hydroformed aluminum
Aero 02 Carbon, SubA
Aero Technology
Miche Advanced Pista
DT Swiss Track
100/120, Aero
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Mountain – MY18

Crosscountry Series
TEAMELITE 01

TEAMELITE 02

TEAMELITE 03

FOURSTROKE 01

TEAM

ONE

ONE

TEAM

01 Premium Carbon,
Tuned Compliance
Concept, DTi
Fox Float 32 SC, Factory,
FIT4, Kashima, iRD
(100mm)
Shimano XTR Di2
Shimano Dura Ace
DT Swiss XRC 1200

02 Carbon, Tuned Compliance Concept, DTi
Fox Float 32 SC, Performance Series, Grip,
Remote (100mm) *

Al-13 Premium
Triple-butted, Hydroformed aluminum
Rockshox Reba RL, Solo
Air, Remote (100mm)

01 Premium Carbon
(F&R), DTi
Fox Float 32 SC, Factory,
FIT4, Kashima, iRD
(100mm)

Shimano XT/SLX

Shimano SLX

Shimano SLX
(160/160mm)

Shimano Dura Ace

Fox Float DPS, Factory,
Evol, Kashima iRD
(100mm)

DT Swiss M1700
Spline / 25

DT Swiss E1900 Spline

Shimano XTR Di2
Shimano XTR Race
(160/160mm)
BMC MWX01
by DT Swiss / Carbon

ONE
01 Premium Carbon,
Tuned Compliance
Concept, DTi
RockShox SID World
Cup, carbon steerer,
Remote (100mm)
SRAM XX1 Eagle
SRAM Level Ultimate
(160/160)
Mavic Crossmax
Pro Carbon

TWO
02 Carbon, Tuned Compliance Concept, DTi
Fox Float 32 SC, Performance Series, Grip,
Remote (100mm)
Shimano SLX
Shimano SLX
(160/160mm)
DT Swiss E1900
Spline / 25

TWO
Al-13 Premium
Triple-butted, Hydroformed aluminum
RockShox Recon RL,
Solo Air, Remote
(100mm)
SRAM NX
Shimano Deore
(160/160mm)
Shimano Deore
Alex MD25

ONE
01 Premium Carbon
(F&R), DTi
Fox Float 32 SC, Factory,
FIT4, Kashima, Remote
(100mm)
Fox Float DPS, Factory,
Evol, Kashima, Remote
(100mm)
SRAM XX1 Eagle
SRAM Level Ultimate
(160/160)
Mavic Crossmax
Pro Carbon

TWO
01 Premium Carbon,
Tuned Compliance
Concept, DTi
Fox Float 32 SC, Performance Elite, FIT4,
Remote (100mm) *
Shimano XT Di2
Shimano XT
(160/160mm)
DT Swiss XR 1501
Spline ONE / 25

THREE
02 Carbon, Tuned Compliance Concept, DTi
Rockshox Reba RL, Solo
Air, Remote (100mm)
SRAM NX
Shimano Deore
(160/160mm)
Shimano Deore
Alex MD25

THREE
Al-13 Premium
Triple-butted, Hydroformed aluminum
RockShox 30 TK, Solo
Air (100mm)
Shimano Deore
Shimano Deore
(160/160mm)
Shimano Deore
Alex MD25

TWO
01 Premium Carbon
(F&R), DTi
Fox Float 32 SC, Performance, Grip, Remote
(100mm)
Fox Float DPS, Performance Elite, Evol, Remote (100mm)
Shimano XT
Shimano XT
(160/160mm)
DT Swiss XR 1501
Spline ONE / 25

THREE

FRAMESET
01 Premium Carbon
(F&R), DTi

01 Premium Carbon,
Tuned Compliance
Concept, DTi

Fox Float DPS, Factory,
Evol, Kashima, Remote
(100mm)

Fox Float 32 SC, Performance Series, Grip,
Remote (100mm) *

BMC MSP 01 Carbon

Shimano XT
Shimano XT
(160/160mm)
DT Swiss XR 1501
Spline ONE / 25

FRAMESET
01 Premium Carbon,
Tuned Compliance
Concept, DTi
MSP 01 Premium
Carbon Compliance
Post, 3mm offset
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Crosscountry Series

Trail Series

AGONIST 01

SPEEDFOX 01

SPEEDFOX 03

SPEEDFOX AMP

ONE

ONE

ONE

LTD

01 Premium Carbon
(F&R), DTi

Full Carbon, integrated
battery pack

01 Premium Carbon
(F&R), Internal cable
management

03 Alloy, Al-13
Triple-butted
aluminum (F&R)

RockShox Pike RCT3
(120/130mm)

RockShox Revelation RC
(120/130mm)

Shimano STEPS MTB
E-8000, 250W, 70Nm
output

Fox Float DPS, Factory,
Evol, Kashima, Remote
(110mm)

Fox Float DPS, Performance Elite, Evol,
Remote (120/130mm)

Fox Float DPS,
Performance, Evol,
(120/130mm)

TBDFox Float 34,
Factory, FIT4, Kashima,
S-Ped, Boost (130mm)

SRAM XX1 Eagle

SRAM X01 Eagle

SRAM NX

SRAM Level Ultimate
(160/160)

SRAM Guide Ultimate
(180/180)

Shimano BR-MT500
(180/180mm)

Fox Float DPS,
Factory,Kashima,
Evol, (130mm)

DT Swiss XR1501
Spline ONE / 25

BMC Trailsync

Shimano Deore
Alex MD30

Fox Float 32 , Factory,
FIT4, Kashima, Remote
(110mm)

DT Swiss XM 1501
Spline ONE 30,
Centerlock

FRAMESET

TWO
03 Alloy, Al-13
Triple-butted
aluminum (F&R)

Fox Float DPS, Performance Elite, Evol,
Remote (120/130mm)

RockShox Recon RL
(120/130mm)
Fox Float DPS,
Performance, Evol,
(120/130mm)
SRAM NX
Shimano BR-MT500
(180/180mm)
Shimano Deore
Alex MD30

AGONIST 02

SPEEDFOX 02

ONE

ONE

Shimano XTR Trail
(200/200)
DT Swiss HXC 1200

01 Premium Carbon
(F&R), Internal cable
management

BMC Trailsync

Shimano XTR Di2,

THREE

ONE
Full Carbon, integrated
battery pack
Shimano STEPS MTB
E-8000, 250W, 70Nm
output
RockShox Pike RC
(130mm)
Fox Float DPS,
Performance Elite,
Evol, (130mm)
Shimano XT Di2
Shimano XT (200/200)
DT Swiss HXC1501
Spline ONE IS / 30

TWO
Full Carbon, integrated
battery pack

02 Carbon (F),
Al-13 Triple-butted
aluminum (R)

02 Carbon (F),
Al-13 Triple-butted
aluminum (R)

03 Alloy, Al-13
Triple-butted
aluminum (F&R)

Fox Float 32 Performance, Grip, Remote
(110mm)

RockShox Pike RC
(120/130mm)

RockShox Judy Silver TK
(120mm)

Shimano STEPS MTB
E-8000, 250W, 70Nm
output

Fox Float DPS, Performance Elite, Evol,
Remote (120/130mm)

X-Fusion 02 RL,
(120/130mm)

RockShox Revelation RC
(130mm)

Shimano Deore

Fox Float DPS, Performance, Evol, (130mm)

Fox Float DPS, Performance Elite, Evol,
Remote (110mm)
Shimano SLX
Shimano SLX (160/160)
DT Swiss M1700
Spline / 25

TWO

SRAM X01 Eagle
Shimano XT
(180/180mm
BMC Trailsync

TWO
02 Carbon (F),
Al-13 Triple-butted
aluminum (R)

Fox Float 32 Performance, Grip, Remote
(110mm)

RockShox Pike RC
(120/130mm)

Shimano Deore / XT
Shimano Deore
(160/160)
Shimano Deore
Alex MD25

Shimano Deore
Alex MD30

DT Swiss M1700
Spline / 30

02 Carbon (F),
Al-13 Triple-butted
aluminum (R)

Fox Float DPS, Performance Elite, Evol, Remote (110mm)

Shimano BR-M315
(180/180mm)

Shimano XT
Shimano XT (200/200)
RaceFace Aeffect -R / 30

THREE
Full Carbon, integrated
battery pack
Shimano STEPS MTB
E-8000, 250W, 70Nm
output
RockShox Revelation RC
(130mm)

Fox Float DPS, Performance Elite, Evol,
Remote (120/130mm)

RockShox Monarch
RL (130)

Shimano XT

Shimano SLX

Shimano XT
(180/180mm
BMC Trailsync

Shimano Deore
(200/200mm)

DT Swiss M1700
Spline / 30

Novatec
Alex MD30

THREE
02 Carbon (F),
Al-13 Triple-butted
aluminum (R)
RockShox Revelation RC
(120/130mm)
Fox Float DPS, Performance Elite, Evol,
Remote (120/130mm)
Shimano SLX
Shimano SLX
(180/180mm)
BMC Trailsync
DT Swiss M1900
Spline / 30
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Allmountain Series

Sport Series

TRAILFOX 01

TRAILFOX AMP

SPORTELITE

ONE

LTD

ONE

01 Premium carbon
(F&R), Internal Cable
Management

Carbon (F), Al-13 Triple-butted aluminum (R),
integrated battery pack

Cane Creek DB Inline
(150mm)

Shimano STEPS MTB
E-8000, 250W, 70Nm
output
Fox Float 36, Factory,
FIT4, Kashima, S-Ped,
Boost (150mm)
Cane Creek DB Inline
(150mm)

Al-13 Butted,
Hydroformed aluminum
RockShox Recon RL,
Solo Air, Lockout
(100mm)

SPORTELITE 24

Al-13 butted aluminum
SR Suntour M3010 Coil
(50mm)
Shimano Acera

Shimano XT /SLX

Tektro Alloy V-brake

Shimano BR-M500
(160/160mm)

Joytech Alloy
Alex Z-1000

Shimano SLX
Alloy XCD18

Shimano XTR Di2,

TRAILFOX 02
ONE

Shimano Saint
(200/200)
DT Swiss HXC 1200

ONE

01 Premium Carbon (F),
Al-13 Triple-butted
aluminum (R)

Carbon (F), Al-13 Triple-butted aluminum (R),
integrated battery pack

Rock Shox Lyrik RC, Solo
Air (160mm)

Shimano STEPS MTB
E-8000, 250W, 70Nm
output

Cane Creek DB Inline
(150mm)
SRAM GX Eagle

Fox Float DPS,
Performance Elite Evol,
(150mm)

Shimano XT
(203/203mm)

Fox Float DPS, Fox Float
DPS, P-Se, Evol (150mm)

DT Swiss M1700
Spline / 30

Shimano XT Di2

TWO
Al-13 Butted,
Hydroformed aluminum
Rockshox 30 TK, Coil,
Lockout (100mm)
Shimano Deore
Shimano BL/BR-M365
(160/160mm)
Shimano HB-RM35
Alloy XCD18

Magura MT7 (200/200)
DT Swiss HXC1501
Spline ONE IS / 30

TWO
Carbon (F), Al-13 Triple-butted aluminum (R),
integrated battery pack
Shimano STEPS MTB
E-8000, 250W, 70Nm
output
Fox Float 36, Performance, GRIP, S-Ped,
Boost (150mm)
Fox Float DPS, Performance, Evol, (150mm)
Shimano XT
Magura MT5 (200/200)

TRAILFOX 03
ONE
Al-13 Premium
Triple-butted
aluminum (F&R)
Rock Shox Yari RC, Solo
Air (160mm)
Cane Creek DB Inline
(150mm)
Shimano XT
RaceFace Aeffect SL
Shimano XT
(203/203mm)

DT Swiss H1700
Spline / 35

SPORTELITE 20
THREE
Al-13 Butted,
Hydroformed aluminum
SR Suntour XCM,
Preload Adj, Lockout
(100mm)

Al-13 aluminum
SR Suntour M3010 Coil
(40mm)
Shimano Acera

Shimano Acera / Alivio

Shimano Acera

Shimano BR-M396
(160/160mm)

Joytech Alloy
Alex Z-1000 32h

Shimano HB-RM35
Alloy XCD18

RaceRace Aeffect R / 30

TWO
Al-13 Premium
Triple-butted
aluminum (F&R)
Rock Shox Yari RC, Solo
Air (160mm)
Cane Creek C-Quent
(150mm)
Shimano SLX
RaceFace Aeffect SL
Shimano SLX
(203/203mm)
Shimano SLX
Alex MD30
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Mountain
Lifestyle – MY18

Lifestyle Series
ALPENCHALLENGE 01

ALPENCHALLENGE 02

ONE

ONE

Al-13 Premium Triple-butted, Hydroformed
aluminum
Alpenchallenge 01,
Full carbon
Shimano Alfine 11
Gates CenterTrack
Shimano M506/M506
RT54 rotors (160/160)
Shimano M4050 (F)
Alfine 11 (R)
DT Swiss R522D

TWO
Al-13 Premium Triple-butted, Hydroformed
aluminum
Alpenchallenge 01,
Full carbon
Shimano Metrea
Shiman Metrea/RS785
RT54 rotors (160/160)
Shimano FH-RS505 (F)
HB-RS505 (R)
DT Swiss R522D

THREE
Al-13 Premium Triple-butted, Hydroformed
aluminum
Alpenchallenge 01
Al-13 aluminum
Shimano Alfine 8
Gates CenterTrack
Shimano MT500/MT500
/ RT54 rotors (160/160)
Shimano M4050 (F)
Alfine 8 (R)
DT Swiss R522D

Al-13 Butted, Hydroformed aluminum
Alpenchallenge 02
Al-13 aluminum
Shimano Alfine 8
Gates CenterTrack
Shimano MT500/MT500
RT54 rotors (160/160)
Shimano M4050 (F)
Nexus 8 (R)
DT Swiss R522D

TWO
Al-13 Butted, Hydroformed aluminum
Alpenchallenge 02
Al-13 aluminum
Shimano Deore
Shimano M396 / RT30
rotors (160/160)
Shimano M-3050
Alex X2200

THREE
Al-13 Butted, Hydroformed aluminum
Alpenchallenge 02
Al-13 aluminum
Shimano Sora
Shimano M396 / RT30
rotors (160/160)
Shimano TX-505
Alex X2200

FOUR
Al-13 Premium Triple-butted, Hydroformed
aluminum
Alpenchallenge 01
Al-13 aluminum
SRAM Apex1
SRAM Level, G2
Cleansweep rotors
(160/160) *
SRAM Via GT
DT Swiss R522D
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BMC Global Headquarters

Germany

+49 40 43 28 43 596

BMC Switzerland AG
Sportstrasse 49
CH-2540 Grenchen
Phone : + 41 ( 0 ) 32 654 14 54
www.bmc-switzerland.com
info@bmc-switzerland.com

Austria

+43 (0)720 881 589

Netherlands

+31 (0)858 880 309

France

+33 (0)975 185 806

Belgium

+32 (0)78 480 233

Spain

+34 (0)518 888 335

Italy

800 970 779

Denmark

+45 8 98 87 610

Sweden

+46 1 01 99 25 60

Norway

+47 8 15 03 270

USA / Canada
BMC USA Corp.
5945 Pacific Center Blvd, Suite 510
San Diego, CA 92121
Phone: 888-262-7755
infousa@bmc-switzerland.com

bmc-switzerland.com/speedfox

